This paper addresses issues involved when an architect explore alternative designs including non-functional requirements; in our approach, non-functional requirements are expressed as statecharts. Non-functional requirements greatly impact the resulting design of a system because they naturally conflict with each other, crosscut the system at multiple points, and may be satisfied in a number of different ways. This makes correctly designing them early in the software lifecycle critical, since correcting them later can be extremely costly. Our approach supports an architect generating and evaluating many different design alternatives. This explorative process is not well supported by current techniques, which focus on documenting the result of this process, but not on assisting the designer during this process. We present an architecture-based approach that supports exploration of non-functional requirements expressed as statecharts. Our approach captures design alternatives of non-functional requirements separately, composes different system designs from these alternatives using a novel weaving technique, and analyzes the resulting design for specific qualities using simulation.
INTRODUCTION
Designing a software system is an explorative, creative process incorporating and balancing the functional and non-functional requirements of a system. Functional requirements have received much attention and have been addressed both structurally and behaviorally. Non-functional requirements have not received as much attention, however, despite the fact that they greatly impact the resulting design of a system. Non-functional requirements are especially difficult to address due to their unique qualities, particularly (1) their conflicting nature, as can be seen with the trade-off between making a system reliable vs. responsive, (2) their crosscutting nature, as can be seen when incorporating security¸ which requires modifying a system at multiple points, and ( 3) their open-ended nature, as can be seen with realizing security, where authentication could be used alone or with encryption. Consequently, correctly designing a system to satisfy non-functional requirements early in the software lifecycle is absolutely critical, since correcting them later can be extremely costly.
Typically, an architect must generate and evaluate many different design alternatives that address non-functional requirementsevaluating them, revisiting them, and refining them, until an adequate design is created. This is an explorative process, and is not well supported by current techniques. Previous techniques focus instead on documenting the result of this process (e.g., Promela [9] , Rapide ADL [15] , Statecharts [8] , etc.) and analyzing the resulting document (e.g., SPIN [10] , Rapide [14] , Argus-I [19] ).
In this paper, we propose a novel, state-based approach that:
1. Explicitly and individually models design alternatives of non-functional requirements using (partial) statecharts. This allows an architect to create and reason about individual design alternatives, rather than modeling each alternative system in its entirety.
Composes these design alternatives into a single design us-
ing an "architectural weaving" technique. This allows an architect to easily create and maintain different system designs consisting of desired combinations of design alternatives.
3. Analyzes the composed system against specific nonfunctional requirements. This allows an architect to evaluate different system designs during exploration.
We have begun implementing this approach in EASEL [11] , a layered design tool that supports the modeling of components, connectors, and interfaces. Currently, we can model design alternatives and simulate simple statecharts within the context of an architecture. Composing design alternatives through architectural Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. weaving is done manually. Thus, in this paper we focus on the approach and its underlying concepts.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we present a motivating example that we use throughout the paper. Section 3 describes the scope of our approach, and Section 4 discusses in detail our approach of explicitly and separately modeling design alternatives of non-functional requirements and how they are composed into a system and verified. We conclude in Section 5 with related work and in Section 6 with an outlook at our future work.
MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
To understand the problem targeted by our approach, we introduce here a motivating example that we also use as the running example throughout the remainder of the paper. Consider a hypothetical "chat" system, the architecture of which consists of the server and client components shown in Figure 1 . In this system, the server component routes messages between the clients.
To illustrate the problem of designing a system with nonfunctional requirements, consider the two non-functional requirements: "the system should be secure," and "the system should be responsive." To further illustrate these problems, suppose that the architect is considering authentication as a means of satisfying the security requirement. Incorporating authentication would require that clients authenticate with the server before sending messages to other clients in the system. This helps enforce security by preventing unauthorized users from participating. The architect further is considering incorporating encryption into the system to ensure that text messages sent by a client can only be read by the intended recipients.
These non-functional requirements exhibit the problems expressed in the introduction. They are conflicting because introducing encryption into the system will undoubtedly reduce its responsiveness. They are crosscutting because both the server and client components will have to be modified to make the system secure, and the response time can be negatively affected by any of the architectural components. Finally, they are open-ended because it may be sufficient to satisfying security using only authentication, or incorporating encryption may also be necessary and responsiveness could be measured in many different ways.
The architect must decide whether encryption can be included in the system without violating the responsiveness requirement.
With today's technology, the architect must model these two alternatives in their entirety. When more than two alternatives are involved, or when additional non-functional requirements must be addressed, modeling each alternative separately quickly becomes unwieldy. Additionally, if these non-functional requirements change, the architect must first untangle from each modeled alternative the respective non-functional requirements in order to understand and change them. This, again, can be quite unwieldy.
To illustrate the process of modeling each alternative in its entirety, consider the example statecharts shown in Table 1 , which must be created manually using traditional approaches. Table 1 shows the behavior of individual architectural components for the basic functional system, the system with authentication, and the system with both authentication and encryption. The behavior of the entire system is then derived by composing the respective component statecharts according to the architectures' topology. In each statechart, a trigger event with an asterisk indicates that the event is received from other components in the system. Trigger events without an asterisk are triggered outside the system, such as being initiated by the user.
SCOPE
Non-functional requirements specify software quality attributes, such as accuracy, performance, security and modifiability that a system must exhibit. However, many non-functional requirements are difficult to address in a system because they typically interact with each other, broadly impact the system, and may be subjective [3] . As such, non-functional requirements cannot be fully or absolutely satisfied, rather at best they can be satisficed [17] , i.e., satisfied within some acceptable limits.
Previous work [20] classifies most types of non-functional requirements into two distinct categories:
• Operationalizable -those that can be realized functionally in the software. For example, a system may be made secure by incorporating authentication and encryption mechanisms.
• Checkable -those that can be supported by design choices and verified, but cannot be implemented directly. For example, a number of different design decisions can improve system performance, which can then be verified, but implementing performance directly is difficult.
Our approach models operationalizable non-functional requirements behaviorally using statecharts and then verifies the resulting system against checkable non-functional requirements by simulating and monitoring the system to determine if the nonfunctional requirements are satisficed.
APPROACH
To support an architect in the creative design process of exploring different design alternatives for non-functional requirements, we build on the concepts introduced in our previous system, EASEL [11] . EASEL supports the incremental exploration of architectures by separating out different functional concerns on to different layers. These layers are then composed to create and explore different architectures exhibiting different concerns. To date, EA-SEL is limited to supporting the modeling of components, connectors, and interfaces. In this section, we present our approach to a design and analysis extension to EASEL that aids a designer in exploring different design alternatives for non-functional requirements. Our approach also builds on the approach in Argus [19] , which models component behaviors individually using statecharts [8] and simulates the behavior of the architecture by concurrently executing each component's statechart. Events emitted by one component's statechart are routed to other component statecharts according to the topological arrangement. This simulation is monitored to verify whether the non-functional requirements are being satisficed [17] .
What is novel about our approach is that, rather than modeling operationalizable non-functional requirements implicitly within the individual component statecharts, we model them explicitly and individually as behavior modifiers. Each behavior modifier captures a different behavioral aspect of a non-functional requirement and can be optionally woven into an architecture at key locations specified in binders [20] . Analogous to the layered composition of functional requirements provided by EASEL, the architect chooses which design alternative for non-functional requirements to weave into a system by selecting the design alternatives corresponding binders, then simulates the system to verify that they are being satisficed. By combining different design alternatives into the system and then verifying the system, the architect can easily explore different design alternatives, which was difficult using the traditional approach discussed above since each design alternative had to be specified in its entirety.
Behavior Modifiers
As stated, behavior modifiers capture the essential functional aspects of operationalizable non-functional requirements. Because of the crosscutting nature of non-functional requirements, behavior modifiers may need to be woven into multiple locations throughout the architecture. It is, therefore, necessary to specify behavior modifiers in a generic way, independent of any specific component.
Consider the motivating example presented in section 2, but now modeled using behavior modifiers. An architect would start with the Basic design alternative in Table 1 and create behavior modifies to model the functional aspects of the operationalizable nonfunctional requirements; Table 2 shows one such collection. In Table 2 , the Authenticate behavior modifier authenticates the user by prompting the user for their password and marking them as authenticated if it is valid. The transition to the next state in the targeted statechart (indicated by the terminal pseudostate) only occurs when the user has successfully authenticated or was already authenticated. When a user is unauthenticated, a transition back to the Prompting state allows the user to re-authenticate. The Verify Authentication behavior modifier transitions between a state where the user is not authenticated (indicated by the initial pseudostate) and one where the user is authenticated (indicated by the terminal pseudostate). In addition to transitioning to the appropriate state, it records whether the user is authenticated in the authenticated variable. The Encrypt & Send behavior modifier encrypts a users' message and sends it as an event. Finally, the Send Encrypted behavior modifier simply sends an encrypted message as an event. The other behavior modifiers can be similarly interpreted. The behavioral aspects of operationalizable nonfunctional requirements may be modeled in many different ways and is largely up to the personal preferences of the architect; those shown in Table 2 are only one such possibility. For instance, one could simplify the Encrypt & Send behavior modifier so that it only encrypts a message, but does not send it, instead utilizing the Send Encrypted behavior modifier to send the event.
Note that although a behavior modifier looks like a traditional statechart [8] , it allows transitions to start from, and end at, both the initial and terminal pseudostates. This is only a minor variation on traditional statecharts, and reflects the fact that behavior modifiers do not capture stand-alone statecharts, but rather modifications that are woven into a set of statecharts. In our approach, the initial and terminal pseudostates of a behavior modifier are replaced by the neighboring states of the target statechart into which it is woven. The weaving process is discussed in the next section.
Architectural Weaving
Having modeled behavior modifiers, the architect needs to be able to weave them together into a single design that can be evaluated. For instance, to create the Authenticating design alternative shown in Table 1 , the architect must weave into the Basic design, the Authenticate and Verify Authentication behavior modifiers of Table 2 . To create the Authenticating & Encrypting design alternative, the architect would also include the remaining behavior modifiers. To accomplish this, it is necessary to be able to dynamically define where our crosscutting behavior modifiers are woven, and how to weave them into each location. The first question of where is specified by binders. Binders describe where behavior modifiers are to be woven into the component statecharts of the architecture in terms of trigger events, actions, and states.
To illustrate a binder, consider the Authentication binder shown in Figure 2 . This binder advises that three behavior modifiers that should be woven into the system. Its first piece of advice states that the Authenticate behavior modifier should be woven into the Client component's statechart before the Idle state. This modifies the client so that the user must be authenticated with the server before entering the Idle state. The second piece of advice states that the Verify Authentication behavior modifier should be woven into the Server component's statechart around the Idle state. This allows the server to respond to authentication requests. The final piece of advice states that the Requires Authentication behavior modifier should be woven into the Server component's statechart before it receives any *message events. This further modifies the Server component so that it does not process messages from clients that are not authenticated. Refer to our previous work [20] for more information about binders.
The second question of how behavior modifiers are woven into the specific locations within a statechart is governed by a set of weaving rules (not shown in this paper) that describe how to weave a behavior modifier before, after, or around a specific state, trigger event or action. Figure 3 illustrates a specific case of what happens to the Basic Client statechart when the architect includes the Authentication binder presented in Figure 2 . Figure 3 . To pro- Figure 3 .
Other types of weaving are performed similarly. Weaving after a state is similar to before, except that the initial and terminal pseudostates of the behavior modifier play opposite roles. When weaving around a state, the initial and terminal pseudostates of the behavior modifier play the same roles: they are both replaced by the targeted state. Of interest is the weaving of the Verify Authentication behavior modifier into server component around the Idle State. Recall that this behavior modifier supports transitioning between two separate target states, one for being authenticated and one for being unauthenticated. However, in our Server component we use the authenticated variable to determine whether a client is authenticated. By weaving around the Idle state, transitions that involved the initial and terminal pseudostate are all redirect to the Idle state, and the authenticated variable is used instead to enforce authentication. This highlights an instance where the behavior modifier can be incorporated in different ways. Weaving before and after transitions and events are handled similarly to that of states. However, weaving around a transition or event differs in that the targeted transition or event is replaced.
Relationships
It is possible that two design alternatives conceptually depend on, or conflict with, each other. In our example system we have modeled the behavior modifiers for encryption separately from the behavior modifies for authentication. Therefore, it is technically possible to weave encryption into the system, without also weaving in authentication. However, as designers, let us suppose that we made the conceptual decision to couple encryption with authentication, i.e. weaving encryption into the system requires that we also weave authentication into the system. Capturing this information explicitly is useful to aid a designer in exploring different alternatives as it allows the designer to focus on exploring combinations that are potentially valid.
It is also possible to have conceptual conflicts. Perhaps, after analyzing the system, the designer discovers that it is not possible to include encryption without violating the systems' desired responsiveness constraint. If this is the case, the designer would want to capture this information so that future effort will not be wasted by (accidentally) revisiting design alternatives that incorporate both of these requirements. It becomes more important to model these types of conflicts as the number of non-functional requirements that the architect is exploring increases.
Conflicts may also exist between design alternatives that modify the same join point, or design alternatives may have to be applied in a particular order. For example, one modifier may change the system, so that a certain join point referred to by another modifier no longer exists.
We plan to utilize and extend the relationships that are already present in EASEL. These relationships are used to model conceptual dependencies or conflicts between different features (captured as layers) in product line architectures [1] . We believe that these relationships can be directly applied to our binders and improved upon to capture such conceptual relationships between design alternatives for non-functional requirements.
Analysis
Our goal is to provide a variety of analysis methods that aid an architect in evaluating design alternatives. Our first step uses simulation. The architecture is simulated by concurrently executing all component statecharts, using the architecture topology to route emitted events between individual component statecharts.
In order to view the different impacts that each design alternative might have on the system, the architect would select one design alternative at a time and perform simulation on the composed system. To aid the architect in determining if the non-functional requirements are being satisficed, monitors associated with each non-functional requirement or design alternative observe the simulated system and inform the architect when the simulation does not execute as required.
Returning to our example chat system, we present one possible collection of monitors that could be used to verify that the resulting system satisfices the non-functional requirements in Table 3 . Note that like the behavior modifiers presented in Table 2 , we have identified monitors that verify Authentication and Encryption separately. To verify that a system satisfices both design alternatives, the architect would use both monitors together. The monitor for the Responsiveness design alternative is represented as number of simulation ticks. To determine which non-functional requirements conflict, the architect would simulate different systems composed of different design alternatives, observing which monitors are violated. <binder id = "authentication_design_alternative"> <advice behaviorModifier = "Authenticate" type = "before"> <pointcut target = "Client component" pattern = "Idle state" /> </advice> <advice behaviorModifier = "Verify Authentication" type = "around"> <pointcut target = "Server component" pattern = "Idle state"/> </advice> <advice behaviorModifier = "Requires Authentication" type = "before"> <pointcut target = "Server component" pattern = "*message trigger event"/> </advice> </binder> 
RELATED WORK
Modeling non-functional requirements at the level of software architecture has been the subject of other research. Several approaches have been proposed to systematically build software architectural models from functional and nonfunctional requirements [2, 4, 5, 7, 18] . However, their work does not differentiate between functional and non-functional requirements once the architecture is designed, making it difficult to explore different design alternatives that affect the design of the architecture.
The non-functional requirement framework presented by Mylopoulos et al. [3, 17, 21] provides a comprehensive methodology for the identification and refinement of non-functional requirements into software architecture components. Their work recognizes that an architect can never optimally satisfy non-functional requirements, but instead must explore different alternatives until a these requirements are satisficed [3] (i.e. acceptable, but not necessarily optimal). We consider our approach to be along the same lines as this philosophy; however, we additionally present an approach for supporting this exploration.
There has also been work on modeling the behavior of software architectures [6, 14, 16, 19] . These approaches explore a single architectural design, however, and are difficult to use when exploring many different design alternatives, especially design alternatives for which behavior may be modified at multiple points in the system. Our work follows the trend of Argus-I [19] using statecharts to describe the behaviors of software architectures, but focuses on capturing non-functional requirements and weaving these throughout the system. Aspect-oriented programming [12] is also related to our work. By their very nature, behavior modifiers are close to aspects in their compositional capabilities, but apply to statecharts. Binders [20] directly borrow the concepts of point cuts, join points, and advice form the aspect oriented community and apply them to statecharts. Further, as advocated in [13] , we adopt the policy of explicitly specifying the weaving order of our design alternatives rather than using rules to specify this order.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a novel approach that supports the explorative design process of creating software architecture, with a specific focus on non-functional requirements. Our approach models non-functional requirements explicitly and individually from each other and the rest of the system as behavior modifiers. This allows an architect to directly reason about each non-functional requirement and its design alternatives, without needing to untangle it from an entire system. Behavior modifiers are modeled as partial statecharts, which are selectively woven into the system. The resulting system is simulated and monitors are used to observe whether the non-functional requirements are being satisficed.
As stated, this paper presented our first step towards supporting the explorative architecture design process involving the evaluation of design alternatives. Our long-term goal is to investigate additional modeling and analysis techniques for representing and analyzing design alternatives of non-functional requirements. 
